
Love your Bugs 

 

 

The gut is home to as many microbes as there are cells in the body. Several Trillions. They are 

collectively known as the gut microbiome. We have a symbiotic or mutually beneficial 

relationship with many of these bacteria. These good bacteria produce many substances 

including vitamins (B, K), hormones, neurotransmitters, help in the digestion of food and play a 

key role in our immune system.  

70-80% of your immune system is in your gut.  Our immune system has been designed to work 

closely with the body’s gut microbiome. Healthy microbes in the gut support the development 

of immune cells and contribute to the fine-tuning of the body’s immune responses.  They 

support the intestinal wall, which protects the body from outside invaders. And enable 

beneficial bacteria in the gut to block harmful microbes from getting a foothold and produce 

anti-microbial chemicals that defend the body against pathogens. A balanced and healthy 

relationship between the intestinal bacteria and our immune system protects us from disease 

causing pathogens and prevents our bodies from harming itself.  



The presence and activity of these beneficial bacteria keep the cells of our gut lining healthy 

and provide them with nourishment.  A healthy gut is necessary for good metabolism, 

cardiovascular health, brain health and overall balance of our body. Many of our modern health 

issues such as allergies, arthritis, depression, Alzheimer’s, autism, Type 1 diabetes and asthma 

may be related to depleted or absent strains of good bacteria in our gut. An unhealthy or 

weakened gut results in inflammation and illness  

The gut-brain axis is now firmly accepted by medical science. This axis is a physical and 

chemical superhighway between our brain and gut. There are 100 million neurons in the gut, 

almost a second brain. This neural network talks to our brain exchanging information 

instantaneously. It does not come as a surprise that the bugs in our gut use this neural network 

to communicate with the brain. So, what happens in our brains affects our gut and vis a versa. 

The gut microbiome produces many neurotransmitters that control emotions and other bodily 

functions. For example, serotonin is a chemical that sends signals between nerve cells, and it 

affects our mood, appetite, sleep, memory and learning. Ninety percent of the body's serotonin 

is made by gut bacteria.  

Science is beginning to discover something that we have intuitively known all along and that is 

our gut microbiome is key to a long and healthy life.  

Gut microbes get most of their nutrients from our diet so what we eat is important to 

maintaining healthy population of gut friendly bugs. A diet low in plant-based foods and high in 

salt, refined sugar, saturated fat and animal protein does not allow healthy microbes to thrive 

in the gut. 

So, what can we do to maintain a healthy army of gut friendly bacteria? 

Eat lots of fruits and veggies.  

Go easy on the salt and say no to sugary foods.  

Keep off the fast food and eat leaner protein like fish and poultry in moderation. 

Try to incorporate fermented foods like pickles, kimchi, sauerkraut and yoghurt in your diet. 

Get moving. Exercise is good for the gut. It helps manage stress amongst many other things. 

Research shows that athletes have healthier guts than non-athletes. 

Get a good night’s sleep. 

 

 

 



Additionally, there are some foods we term “prebiotics” that are good for beneficial gut 

bacteria.  

Garlic. Onions, Berries, 

Grains, Mushrooms, 

Legumes, Nuts and Seeds, 

Bananas and Plantains, 

Potatoes, Apples and 

Cocoa are some of these 

foods. 
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The bottom line – Eat healthy and exercise. A healthy diet nourishes you and your gut 

bacteria and keeps your tummy happy. A happy tummy is key to a strong/healthy body and 

mind.  

You are what you eat. Period 

 

Resources  

What’s up with the bacteria in your gut – National Geographic  

9 ways gut bacteria and metal health, probiotics and depression are linked – Leanne Edermaniger 

The gut – brain connection, how it works – Ruairi Robertson PhD 

Brainy Sundays 
   

   

  
 

   

 


